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Perhaps there is no more wiaely espoused idea in the reading/language

-arts areas than that which suggests in one fashion or another that the

language producing and consumthg skills are interrelated. Reading,

writinn4 ipeaking are ail important in their own_

they are Important as contribeting elements in the development of each

other. This is a funaamental assuMption of the language.experience

approach tovreading instruction, for example. ' Literature based lang ge

and composition progrems in the later grades are ilso attempts to rans-y

A

late these -fundamental assumptions' into practice.

This is.not tb suggest that critics have not raised questio about.'
/ /

the notion of language skifls interrelatednesi. .Note*the recent,' ,

research reviews by Patrick Groff, foe. instance. (Grof 497#, 1978)

However, most Oassroom

.idea of language skills

skill maintenance.%

Talking of the relatedness Of the language s llsv 'however, is one:thing .

1

and developing successfill teaching inateria s and practices is quite

teachers are probably 11

assisting each other'in

kely o endorse the

bo deveiopmeni and .

another. One of the more promising appr

_ recently is. that which integrates read

through transformationally based sen

aches which has surfaced

ng comprehension-and writing
.

ence;combining.

Sentence4Ombining is prollably b t know6 for the results it has

generated in research.fn writi Work 'by John Mellon. in 1969 and -.

F.
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Frank Whare in lin 4erved as models for mAny later studies at both

elementary and secondary grade levels which explored the efficacy of
.

2

sentence-combining as a technique forimproving senteke writing sidlls

in learners. The results of this 'work are noW\widely publiFizecrand

cited in the-literature 9.
f "

4

What is.perhaps less well known is that significant work in sentence-

combining as a technique for impróvfng.)reading comprehension has also

...been done over the past/few years with positive findings. Sandra

Stot,sky reviews much that resea.rch in a 'comprehensive report on

411,

sentence-combining in Pesearch in the Teaching of English (Spring, 1975). .

Additional work, suc as that of Warren Combs, as reported in the

't Journal of Reading ( cf, 1977), Ods subst,ntially tR the research

record indicating t at sentence-combining may well be one of the most
%

Rromising single r developments which can contribute,directly

, to both written co poition skills ihd reading compehension improvement.

One,of the diffic 1tes mostrclassroom teachers face, Aowever, is the.
/

sparsity of suit materials in sentencq-combining on the commOrcial

market. There a e4 few publications available.(note bibliography).
.

.

.

However, Qt of thiese stand as isolated examples, and since'they are
.

.

A .. basilly oomperjdiLlims of sentence-combining materials, they are not,

designed to build tpn .themes or narrative styles of a particular reading

progrAm in use in given school. Thus, they.often lack motivational

power and'are airk ard to fit into the-ongoipg program of reading in a

smooth fashjon.''lthere ts thUs little 'incentive for their use.

Sok
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The,most logical resourcelor designing sentence-Combining m4terials

.
)

. .

Ts the teacher. The teacher knows best the themes and conte t most
. ..,,

appropriate to her reading program'and toper students' interests.

f)urther, she is aware of particular needs AnIcricillum strengths ind

weaknesses. She has the neceSsary informAtion needed Mr custom

bujlding activitiet Such as these:

5.

Unfortunatel,i, most classroOm teachers are also time bound with very

little opportunity during, the day to prepare inspuctional materials,

espcially when thoselmateriOs are in an area which isettw or differenli
0,

ivisiginiffcant ways. Thus it is critical.that the teacher possess tke

"enowledge necessary for developing sentence-combining activities efficiently,

./.

i/
--

It is with these factort'in mind that the following suggestions are

Offtreg 6 guide the teacher through.the necessary steps for designing
,

1,

appropriate sehtence-combtning activities.

1Theie guidelines consist of three parts. Ftrst, a definition and

idescription,of sentepce-combining is pr:esented. Second, a procedureij
r

:t far production of sentence-combthing sets is outlined with examples

which can serve as models. Finally, a number of suggestions fo_r,.use

the material are offere0 for consideration.
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) SENTENCE-COMBINING: rils 13Am FEATURES
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Sentenee-combining is the act of combining several short sentences
i AK

.which have been derived by transforMational analysis from more elegent

ones. Learners are to e)iminate

all of.the 'key ideas presented. In their*most basic 'forM they Appear

as follows:

N

I) The turtle jumped intb the pond.

2) The turtle was fuinly:'

3) The turtle was little!

0 4) The pondmas big..

A posslble result sentence:

/I.
, .

"the funny little tuirtle'jumped into the big pconeo"

\..

6.

This type of sentence-combining activity is an OPEN vartOty. That is,

-

the learner may be imPlicitly encduraged to Combine the sentence set in

. a particuleway,-but ther4 are usually a number bf options yielding

different results. For example, the student might produce a sentence
4

such as this: "The funny little iurtle jumped into the ponethat wa

big." AlthOugh this result might not be as rhetorically pleasing, it

is grammatical: Ln

combtning:p Students

something not always

,often face.

facts herein is one of the attractions in sentence-
, %

can Come io see sentence stru,ture and grammar as

in the "correct" gr-4incorrect" dichotomy they

1'

\
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A second fype of sentenCeaco bining activity.is the CLOSED variety.

It usually appears in ones)of t o forms. The first4simply&provides a

mandatory-cue word next to a seOtence which is to be altered before
.\

combining with another, For exarplet

sett

eball.

2) The ball sped by her (which)

Nsult: `,71111/a batter swung at he ball which sped by her."

k
The relative Zwhich' is uted o replace the subject of the second, '

sentence thus convsiting it-to a relative clause.

,.. t.'
. p A

--

A secOnd form of the C1oseV ilvariety one with an indicated container
,

slot in a consume r matrix sentonte in conjunction with a cueiword.

1) The boy'knew something.

The teacher, was unhappy. (that)

/
-.410

,Result: "The boy knew that the teacher was,unhappy."
.

0 The cue word 'that' indicates the second sentence is to be altered by

using 'that' i# ome capacity. The altered construj ction is then to be

slot of thejtrst. sbntenm..±Ln...this case:, the.

result is.an extended nominal clause ftinct'ioning as grammatical object.

%
The most conspeyous differdice. between Open and tlosed sentence-combining

A
activities is Mat in the Closed variety the desired result ts pretty

. !It

t
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tightly-fixed. There is not the range of gtammatical cbotces often

',associated with the Open variety. An additional assistance to the .

lealmer exists in-the tlosed variety. In addition to the'cue word,

which indicatestthat that particular sentenC'e is to be converted into .

a dependent clause or phrase of .ome sort, this type:0 sentence-tom-.

bining teils the4Student which sentence is the consumer (container or

mifrix) sentence by the s.emething'slot. Other sentences ai4e obviously
.4

to be altered in such'a way'that they will be added to or embedded

within the consumer sentence. They 'aye insert sentences.'

,

'Ah
war

additional technique whi.ch can.be used with either of the two types

of sentence-combining is that'of indenting 'particular sentences in.each

set to indicate level of abstraction and to some extentV, the direction

of semantic movement within the sentences. For example, consider:
e 1.

1.

.1) Th couple:walked slowly in the night.

2) The couple was arm in arm.

3) The couple was quiet.

4) The couple stared at the sea.

5) The sea was calm.

6) The sea4was waveless.

7) The night was starry.

As one moves from left to-right, the embedding pattern becomet-tlear.

Sententes 2, 3, and 4 are to be embedded in sentence Each of the

three sentences is'io play a'g.rammatically andggemanticallyllarallel

. N 8 .
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role. Numbers 5 and 6 are to be embedded into thp object of number 4.

However, nuMber J, though last in the'list of insert sentences, is at

Ve same level of abstraction at numbers 2-3. It is.to be embedded'int

t!le object'position of number 1.

, Possible'resu/t: ."The quiet couple, staring at the calm; waveless

tea, walked slowly arm-in-arm in the starry night."

4

Another technique is to use Ocombination of these various factors.

1) Ttle detective sulpectssomething.
.

t
2) The detect-hie is smart.

3) The detective is wearing a rain coat.

4) The rain coat -has a. stain.

5) The robber is still in the building. (that)

Possible results include:

"The sm6-t -detective wearing a raincoat with a stain

"N

a.

suspects that the robber is still in the building:"
=

Or "The smart detective who is wearing a stained raThçoat.

suspects that the rqbber is 'still( in.the building.
4

And of course, thP. are o r,Possibilities.

.4.

Given-these factors, it,\\,\1 as?_to see tow compleXity of any particular
,

0: ,Ilk 1.
,

tentence-combining acti ty can be contr011td-in at least four waifs.

1) One can increase or d tease the*nUmber of basic sentences to be
i

,

0 i lv
it

. )
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altere aand combided. 2) The number of cue words and/or spmething

Ct..- slots one or more basit sententte can be varied. 3)tInclikting of/
basfc sentences to indicate level of abstraction and iemantic *Movement

in the pro.duct sentence may be'i.ncluded or not. 4) Ant, finally, the

order in which the basic spntences are presented in ihe set may be

fixed so that the consumer sentence is not necesurily fiist of. in any

other predictable position. The same'is true for all of the insert
le'"1

sentences in the activity.

f 4
-

a

Further examination of the.nature of sentence-cembfning suggests that

particular graMmatical functions can be e

p.

zed careful choice-

of con ent and structyre jtAtapositioning of sentences which ire to be
4.0

combjrId..ina givenLset. For eXample, consider this combinatfon: i

1) The baseball team lost the game.

AP
2) 'Their pitcher was ill.

,

There are, of course, a few different possible resultant sentences:

4.The pitcher was ill "and the team lost the game." is one. However,

there 1gs imOilicit pressure on the learner to 'use subordination as in,

::The baseball team lost the,game because their pitcher was ill."

Below are several examples or model sets with,grammitical function

form which is intended:

p.

4

I0 .



Grammatical

Funct.ion Sentence-COmbining Activity

1) Modificat(on

(adjectival)

2)i Modjfication

-4 's nouns)

3) Oblject

Comp4ment

- *

4) Modification

4
ladverbial)

1) girl drank the soda..
.

,

2) The girl was little.

3) Tile girl-masin ihe booth.t .;

4) The soda was sweet.
1 .

Possible result: "The little girl

in the -booth dYank a sweet soda."

Ili The book was old.

2) The book had a cover.

3) The,-cover was torn.

I
Possible result: "The old book's

cover wat 'tOrn.11
,

1 ) They el ected Wi 1 l i am.

2) William is captain.

3) The captain'is new..-

/

Potsible result: HTtçelected Wil

the new captain."

1) The turtle walked to the barn.
-1

2) The turtle was slow.

3) The walk was casual.

A
..Possibleirsult: "The slow turtle walked

a

casually to he.barn."

11

.4.411
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Grammatical

Function

I V

4

Sentence-Combining Activity 44

10 .

.44

5) Modificativn*

(clause length>.

Modi fi cati on"

.s(phrase .lerngth)

Wpm.

Modification

(appositives).

.64P

,
4,41

1). The motorcycle raced. Own the-track:.
4 '

2) The motorcYcle belonged to Jenny. .(that)

3) The track was dirt.
7.

0-
Posstple.nesulti: "The.notokycigithat .,.

0*

, belonged to Jenny raced down the dirt tria. .

e

.

4

1 The players'jogged toward.the locArs. :14
, .
2) The playirS panted heavily. 4014 ,,
3) The players jogged s'4,141,y.

6

Possible reiult: "The Rlayers, panting

heavily, jogged slowly toward the lOckers."

1) Ma Ann is nice.

-.2) Mary Ann is my win. ``

-gossible result: 'Mary Ann, my cousin,

is nice."

*Simple sets can be designed.using oteJUelati.ve pronouns--141-armi

which--based upon this set as a.model. For example:. 1) The'eook was_

proudf the dinner. .2), The cook prepared the food..(who)' 3) :the

cook Was young. 4) The dinner was=roast duck.

U.

.

V

4'.
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Grammatical ...

-,

- .

. Function : s.1., A

C.

, ,
,

,SeAtence-Combining JActivity-

.11 .

e c
,

5UborditaXicin-- '
T

1. .
(cause-effect).

.-apd'Modificatiom

(adjectival)

Nomtnalization

P (dependent clause,

object position>

1

10) Nominalization

f. (infinitival,

sUbject position)

and adjectival

Modificatton

Nominaliza4

(gerundive, sub-
.

,ject position)

, ...
.*

..
. .

_1) The dOcteil'. couldn't get td the
.

.

hospital:'

2) He was traffic jam,
t

3) The traffic ,fam was bad.

4) The ,dotbr.ilyasleager.

Possible result: 1!The eager dottor

- - _ _

couldn't get to the hospital because he.

was in .a.:J:ed.lraffic. jam.

t

1). He knows something,.

2) The team was trying.hard..(t4t)

PossibleTes.ulei "He knows' thai the team

V

,

was tryihg hard."

;

) Something was a surkfse:,

2) Joe left the game. (for/to)

.3) The surprise was. !lig.

.

Possible result: "For Joe to leave the

game was a big surprise."

1) The kitten Squealed. ('s/ing)

2) Someth4surprised the children.

3) The chijkiren..Were gigglY.
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r ..1).10

I. 0

Grammatial

Function

.

2

Sentence-Combining hcti'vitji

and -Adjectival

; lodification

. .

Aossible result: "The kitten's cluealinge,

surprised tlje giggly children.

II) DESIGNING SOTENCE-COMBINING ACTIVITIES

The first inclination in designihg tentence-combining materials is

,

F.

I

simply to write a series of short choppy sentences and group them into

clusters. For the inexpertenced writer of sentence-combining sets, !

Nowever, Ihis is not the most productive Way to proceed. This.approach

often yields unimaginative sentences usually 'focusing on
t
clodification

by...adjective, only.

A:far better technique is 'to make up,a sensible sentence appropriate'

in rammatical and content.complexitpto the age and ability of the

. intended student and then breakit inia its various parts or basic

:insert sentences which, were used in generating the -original. Or,

another alternative--and probably one best used in conjunction with

A,

producti,on of original sentelp combining sets-is to select sentences

fromCpassages in student textS and break them down into underlying

insert sentences.

.1n understanding either of these approaches, the fallowing ste s will'
. .

be helpful:,

1 4
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1) Locate the main 4rb of the sentence;- the verb which enables. you-_,

I V k

to identifj the complete subject and complet&predicate.

Look for singlemord.adjéctives ind'advetbs.' For each of these

there will'be in thiderlying. basic sentence. Por example,

"'The Mean little boy'quickly ate the green apple."

A

a

110

The main verb is ate; hence, the complete subject is, the mean
,

little boy anorthe.complete preCt7Clie ls quickly ate the green

. apple. The meanlittle boy, is derived from "the boy is little."

4 `---ancHLthe-t0Y- qu.a----Thegren dpple is derived from 'Ihe

appTh s green." Quicklyxate is derived from "Someone (thing)

a e quicl<ly."

Therefore, the array of sentences which were combined to produce
. 0

` the given example are the. following:

Consymer Sentence (Main Sentence,

Container Sentence, Matrix Sentence):

Someone ate Something**

Insert,Sentences (basic sentences which were altered

by having words droped and/or reordered):

1. The boy is little

2. The boy is mean.

", 3. The apple ii gr en.

,

A

*This could be stated,'"The boy ate the apple." if one wishes to

avoid the slot pos;tions.

. 1 5

4

7

1
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14 ,

.4) 'The boy ate iuickly.. .0r,

Someone ate quickly:

Try thelfollowing:

GROUP A ,

1) "A little chipmunk ate a pig delicious nut,"

2) "The young boy on the motorcyclelclenched

his gritty teeth.

,

"

(Note article end for breakdo46, Group A).

4

' "

4.

3) Look for relative pronouns and subbrainating cOnjunctions, e.g.

relative pronouns--who, &ch., that; subordinating conjugctioos--
., .

if, althoiph,.behuse, since, after, evert thugh, in sioite of the
f

fact, etc." Forobach of these, there will be at feait one under- ,

, lying1s1ntence.

In the case of relative pronouns, find the subject that the

relative substitutes for, if necessary. That will/be the subject

of the basic sentence that was. inserted-1n a consOmer sentence.

For. example,

"I know the boy who threw the rock."

*This is generated.from two sentences "I know the boy.". And "The

boy threw the rock."

-

Subordinating conjunctions are .easy,,for they are simpt.; added to

the front44 a basic.sentence. "If.you study, ihen you will pass."

is built from "You study." and*"You will.pass:"

0 9.

. 16 ci
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4 .
. , .

Sehtenc become more interesting 'when,they cobblne both dodificitidh, :

.

, *e.g. djectives, :and relativiiptioni dr stiberdination. ConsidOr:

.

"Shetis the young girl that threw the heavy rock'at the
, .

1 .

grtOpy old dog on the corner."

r

*t

15 ,

3.

his is built from: 1). She is the

I.

Try these: 1,

2) The girl is young.

3) The girl .threw the rock. that)

4) The rock was heavy.

ck was Ihrawn atthE-46g..

6) .The dog ras grumpy.

7) The dog was old.

8) The dog was (in the corner.**

'GROUP B 0

)

1) "The little boy who ii my cousin chased the scrawny cat."

2) "Since the old car wouldn't,start, ihe exasperated man

^

mumbled.blasphemies." (Note Group B at' article end.)

4) Look for extended, nomin43izations. Remember, they are most likely

to be serving as main subject of the sentdnce or main object of

'the sentence. For example,'

a

*You 'do not need to geherate'a baiic sentence for prepcititional phrasOs

-if you wish to keep the sentencecombiningiets small.-
.
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1.

11

'
That he is_Tiain:of the team is an extended.clauselAtrodyced

/by the relative pronoun 'that, ind the entire clause' serves,. as the '

:object/ of, the sentefice. 4

7.

Dr,

E4.1
"For the boy t.0 leave the room without perm14 ioRlwas wrong."

Forthe boy\to leave the room without pe ,ssion is the subjeCt.

qTechnicai.iy, At is an extended infinitiO nominelization! ,

Notice to leave, the infinitive.)

"1 know that the littl man was cryin " is from:
,q/

1) r know somethin.
# .

2t The'man was crying.

34 The-ma6 was little.

"For the young pitcher to throw a/10( eked eurve ball to the tall

batter was unexpecied by the:Cato " is from:

1) Something was unexpectiad47 the:cateher.

2) The pitcher threw a curye;,,ball to the batter. (fo to)
.

. 3) The pttcher was young. 017 ,

4), The batter-ws.

5. Look for'extended modifieri, espeiälly those with verb forms
..

%

44-17*,,,

serving as modifiers and attend .t6rthose extended modifier constructs

II
.;

. joh.

e
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41 .. .
; .

A i,4

which* areset-. apart by:61111%s. For example: ''....

. t
.

-

41he tiny.bugs, gasping their last, puzzed,the old dog."

Gasping their last is a participial Phrase.
4
The total sentence/

is generated from:

1) The bugs buzzed the dog.

2) The bugs Were tiny.

3) The.dog was old.

4) The bugs gasped their last. .(ing)
11

Try this ,one:

GROUP G. y a. v. & /

6 .1 An. r ..

:

"Flapping gently ilp the breele,.the s ils 'grasped futi141y for

movemerit." (Note end of article)I.
I.

Once'senience-combining 'sets have been developed in sufficient

quantity by following these guidelines, it is easier to design'

them from scratch by assembling arrays pf basic sentences. A

sense of sentence cohesion develops which enables one to be

effic ient at.the task.

811

4

III SUGGESTIONS FOR'USE OF SENTENCE-COMBINING

IN THE READING pkOGRAM

Perhaps the most-s ignificant way that sentIce-combining contributqs

to improvid reacyg comprehension has less to do with the context in

-wh,ich it is done than tt haso to do with the act itself. After doing a

l 9

,
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, . 1

sentence-combining activity:and re-exaMining the menial energies devoted
v. *. r %
., . ,,

.to the process, one can, readily see hOw the activity 1s .central to
.""

both language production ahd languagg analysis.'.Sentencestructure

. and sentence.Content are both manipulated irLsuchia.fashion'at to

. thoroughly"immerse.the participant in the 1.ntricacie,s of the sentence's

internal workings, something that is fundamental to'comprehension. In

addition to general use, howNers some specific suggestions are tn,

order,.

j) Select a passage fromca story of' narrative Oe students are to read.

-Choose an opening sentence and break itOntp constituent.basic

- sentences. Ask students to combine them. 'For example, consider

these:

1), A man kalked up and down.

2) The man was litt

3) The man was fat.

4) The man was old.

5) The man walked nervously.

The man was upon the veranda of' a house.

7) The veranda was half. decayed.

. 8) The house was small.

9) Jhe hoUte was frame.

10) The house stood near th16--edge of a ravine.

4

11) The ravine was near the town o4inesburg, Ohio.

.

Thjs produces an exceptionally lqng sentence, but one,a well-know
,.

20
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.aLlthor felt,apprwriate. Disc various student versions% How
.

.

are they alike? How are they. different? Are'Some more Pleasing

than- others? ow,

4 )
1

Now, if one were,writing a short story with a sad or tragiE tone

ind the authpr wanted to 6stablish uch a mood for the'story in
1.

'this sentence, how would he write it? Which student'sts'entence

sounds as if it would fit best in such a storY?

Here is the original by Sherwood Anfierson:.

,"Upon 4fhe half decayed veranda of.a small frame housethat
w

stood near the edge of a ravine near. the town of Winesburg, Ohio,

fa fat little old man walked nervously up and down."

4OmP4Hands" in Sherwood Anderson's

Winesbura,

/
"Why does.Anderson choose to constrOct the sentence this way?

Why is his version effective?" are kinds of qyestions the

teacher can.use befOre pointing out that "Hands" is a tragic

storiabout a pitiful man who has not coped well with .self or

others.

This particular activity is an excellent advance organizer for

..tWreading of.a story or assignment. Important characteristics

of the author's thesis or-main ideas can often be addressed with

this. 4sentence-combtning technique.

.0)1°
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, Further, this particular-actilvitY is an effective way for students
-

'to learn.impAant relati6riships which hold between sentenee .

structure and meaning in the wriiinvact.

2 Design sentence-codbining sets in cluAters such that the final
.

.

qrodupt will be a paragraph which: when Chained with.others, will.

produce a story otif circumstances dictate, a nonfiction passage-,- 6
t.

. . .

exposition or narration. For examlile, theifollowing set was pre-

pared by. a, junior: high School ...home economics teaCher:

4

Directions: Ask students tb combine basic sentences adding and/

or changing mbrds-and endings.if necessary. ,The

sentences should be combined to Ibrm a paragraph.

Allow 15 .minutes-fdr this exercise.

After each° student'hAs completed tile combining
4

exercise, harVe them fbrm groups of 3 Of /Vito share

their Raragraphs and develop a group paragraph to'

be read to the rest of the class. Discuss the group

paragraphs and the process used to 'arrive at 'them.

Basic Sentences:

Hank was hungry for a'snack.

It was'eternoon.

He looked in the cookie.jir.

The cookie'jar wat enipty.

He decided to make brownies.

2 2
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.

He needed shortening..
1

He heeded siigar.

Re needed bakingyowder
I.

. I..

He ppene\the.4codkbodi.
. N.,

'-The,c.,,,b6k wai.bis mothe0s.
I. 1.

.,

It wa a Bettyeeriiaer Cookii4

. ,

%The tbokboók was worn.

It haechocolate on Vie Brownie recipe.

He read the list of ingredients.

He needed flour.

,He needed chocolate.

He,needed eggs, .

..,

S.

'He needbd salt..

4

4

Hank checked the cupboard for #11 ihe ingredients.

He found all of the ingredients.

He needed 'a-mixing bow].

He needed an 8" square pan.

He needed a large spoon.

He needed the.spoon for mixing.

Hank mixed the ingredients.

He preheated the oven to 350.

He put the brownie mix in the pan.

23
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.

le popped the pan into;the oven:

Ihe brownies ,baked fOr 25 minutes.

He could hardly wiit to eat.them.

He used a pot holder tostake.them out.

The brownies were crisp on top.

The inside was softand chewy.

The color was rich chocolate. .

They smelled scrumptious.

They satisfied his craving.

4, They spoiled his dinner. I.

111

Or, consider the fallowing example by two,middle school science

1

,22k

teachers where they challenge students to apply sequencing skills

and classification skills before actual)y doing the sentence-com-
p

bining7,

The Birth or Kittens

P

By Bonnie Brown, Dave Cornelius

Directions: Fir.^st stujents will individually group the basic
.

sentences below. Then in groups the.students will

compare iheir results. After they reach agreement

on the groupings, the.students will sequee the'I.

basic sentences within each group; Then th4 are A

ta be combined into final sentenCes. (For younger
4,

24
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,

.1 stu upings could be provided for the

students.) For cilliiw-tup activities the students

er the sentences and write- a coin-

.,

position.

1) Th.e,hiother stimul

\\

2) The Htteris .cann

es thenl.

walk.

3) The mother clean them.

4) The mother helps them .§tart breathing.

5) Kittens art born bli 4

- 44, Kitten size-de \n son t e n unie in the litter.-/
7) The mother licks hem all

EiY The litter size depends, the ityr of cat.

,
9) The kittent &re cOvered with fu .

i
\ 10)The kittens are born wi. thTiteeth.

11) Kittens are, usuallyborn attoight..
li 5 \ , , . ,I,

12). Sometimes kittens are\ born de,c1.-

4
.13) The usual \litter sizor PerSiins s one or twa.

14) Their' teeth deve)bp by he fourth ek.
.

15) The mother eats one.or two "after ths. IL

4,4

5,

23

16). First there is a watery dt,schar

17) Kittens may belporri head f

1E9 ''After bitths" nourish the mofr cpt during delivery.

19). Then the kitten' is barn.

20) The mother may try to use. the clapet.

21) Finally the afterbirth is expelled.

*
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22). The kittens are usually born 20-4t..minutes apart.

23) ;pitte.ns may,ble born;tail

24). -the kitteni clan wiggle around.

25) The- kittens nurse after they are .born.

26)1. The kittens can'. be di fferent'colors.
it

27) The kittens can &w. ,

.26r The 'kittB beg4 tO nurse.
*

".,

6 . ."

29) -The mothet kittn.can tell. iaf a. kitten is born dead.

30) The color of a particular kitten can change.

I.

\I

31) The kitften:s eyes; open in seven lOte,ri cA(.5_1_,;_,
T. t.32) The color of a kitten changes 9rowrup.

ok *

'.0.r.";)

Notice that in both of these activ

I.

,teaaier is to incorporate
, , .

.
or-:al language activities as well as reading and wrtting.

,

.... .- ..

Below is an excerpted pasiage from Louisa May Alcott's Little, Women
'e

which was used effectively by a-teacher.

'1) Jo was 15.

2) She was tall.

3) She was thi .

4) She was tan.

5) She was like a-colt.

6) She had long limbs.

v.

4

7) Her limbs 'were always in her.wAy.
s'

er) She hd a decided mouth.

26
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A

She had a cothical nose.

S-he had sharp gray eyes.

Her eyes appeared p'see eveNything.

Her eyes were fierce, funny,. or thoughtful.

13) Fier hatr was long.

14) Her hair was thick.

15) Her hair was her one be

. 16)

17) The ne't kept it out ofIler way.

But heelhair was usual

ty4

f

y bundled into a net.

.18) lo had round shoulders.,

19) Jo had big hands and feet.

20) Her clothes had a flyaway loo
.

.

21) She,had an uncothfortable appearance.

A.

S.

as

/22) 'She looked,like a girl rapidly shooting up into a woman...

23) She didn't like this appearance. .

Observe in these sentence clustersthat soMe'have already been combinea.

4
All adjectives are not broken out into insert sentencesl.for example.

-

This,iS dne waysthe,designer of

for complexity or length of the

learner attention on particular

the student needs more work.

sentence-combining materials can control

activity. It is also a means of focusing

grammaticaliOemantic functions-where-
.

alp

4
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3) Buildihg sentence-cambining around ,varfous themes is also a, useful
--,;

technique to donsider. Sentence-combining with focus on holidays

,or special imes of'the year is effective especially in the early

grades: A s
.

such as the. fol

a grade teacher,

\

1) The night was Ciatk.
t-

2), The night_was_ sp;aky.--Ne

3) The nfght was Halloween:

%a-

l) Somethings scare.me.

2) Ghosts scare Me.

3) Goblins,scare me.

4) They tcare me at night.

(
":

for example, developed clusters

4

1) The witch jumped oh her broom.

2) The broom was magitc.

3) PT witch was mean.

The witch is ugly.

The witch has a long pointed nose.

The witch is dressed in black:

The witch rides on a broomstick.

-

A

'4) Sentente-combining overused can become tedious and drill-like in
#

character. Eor this reason, most effective ute js that which is

periodic and relatively brief in .naturt. One strategy to consider



if an overhead project3r is available in the Poom is to prepare

.a transparency roller in advance with varfous sentente-combtning

activities designed to Meet different need. At 4opropriate,times'
,

the overhead can simply be wheeled out and used with the entire

class.

5). Worksheeti duplicated and grouped according to levels of complexity,

ifo

grammatical tunc ions, eme, e c. can e use ln a var ety o ways

ranging from indepiendent work,to small group di'scussion avid long

range projects.
. Again, however, they should be used discretely

so as not to overdo the activity.

* *
r

Transformation6al sentence-combintngsjs'Un for learners, directly
. 4

,..

interrelates language producing and,consuming skills, and posseeses'a

a tssroom practi5
tiplitypotential seldom found in much of of. research.

It effectively expands the repertoire of instructional choices avail-
.

able to the reading teacher. theactivities aye relatively easy to
/-

design. Because of their natUre it is a simple matter to focus on

.science, social studies, or even home economics content thus providpg

-
an excellent-in for the reading coordinator wanting to stress readinp

in the content areas. Note the earlier examples in this article which

41111

: . re designed by subject matter teachers in a workshop.setting.and ,

re importantly, used in their classes with students. ..

Not a panacea, sentence-combining is instead one ofa number of stilategies



which can help us develop more literate students.

* * * * * * *

e_.

GROUP A BASIC SENTENCES''

V

1) 1,1) A kitten ate a nut.' (or, something ate someOing)

1.2) :i'he kitten is little.

1.3) A nut fs

1.4) A nut is delicious.

28

'

<

2) 2.1) The bovon the motorcycle clenched hfs teeth., (or) some-
.

one clenched something)

'2 2) The boy was young.

e

2.3) His teeth were gritty.

'

GROUP 2 BASIC SENTACES

'1). 1.1) The boy chased the cat.-(or tomeone chased something)

1.2) The boy is little.
».

1.3) the boy is my cousin. (who)

1.4) The cat Is'scrawny.

2) 2.1) The.man mumbled blasphemies.

2.2) The man was exasperated.

2.3) The car wouldn't start. (since).

2.4) The-car was old.
a.

30
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GROUP C BASIC SikENCES

'.1) 1)1) The sails grasped for movement.

1.2) They graspedititilely.

1.3) The sails flopped in the breeze. (ing)

1.4) They flopped gently:

/

N(A number of'variations of any of these ace acceptable.)
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